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Airway reopening is an important physiological event, as exemplified by the first breath of an infant
that inflates highly collapsed airways by driving a finger of air through its fluid-filled lungs. Whereas
fundamental models of airway reopening predict the steady propagation of only one type of bubble
with a characteristic rounded tip, our experiments reveal a surprising selection of novel bubbles with
counterintuitive shapes that reopen strongly collapsed, liquid-filled elastic tubes. Our multiple
bubbles are associated with a discontinuous relationship between bubble pressure and speed that sets
exciting challenges for modelers. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2963495兴
From lab-on-a-chip devices1 to oil extraction from porous rocks,2 bubbles that displace a more viscous fluid exhibit rounded tips because of the moderating influence of
surface tension. The first breath of an infant that inflates and
reopens its highly collapsed airways by driving a finger of air
through its fluid-filled lungs3–5 is an example of such a twophase displacement flow that interacts with the elastic airway. During artificial ventilation to reopen peripheral airways in diseased lungs, the avoidance of tissue damage relies
fundamentally on the understanding of the relationship between bubble pressure and speed.6,7 Whereas previous models of airway reopening predict the steady propagation of
only one type of bubble with a continuous relationship between bubble pressure and speed, and a characteristic
rounded tip,8,9 our bench-top experiments reveal a surprising
selection of novel bubbles with counterintuitive shapes 共Fig.
1兲, which propagate steadily to reopen a strongly collapsed,
liquid-filled elastic tube. These include anomalous features
such as sharp points and cusp-shaped protrusions that are not
smoothed out by surface tension forces on the lengthscale of
the tube radius 共but presumably on a much smaller lengthscale兲. These protrusions are reminiscent of the cusp singularities in free-surface entrainment flows10 and the freesurface cusps11 and tips12 that can be formed when
withdrawing fluid through a small orifice. Moreover, our
multiple bubbles are associated with a discontinuous relationship between bubble pressure and speed that sets exciting
challenges for modelers.
Bubble propagation in a liquid-filled, collapsed elastic
tube is governed by the competition between viscous, surface
tension, and elastic forces, through the variation of the capillary number and the level of tube collapse. The capillary
number, Ca= U / ⴱ, where U is the bubble speed and  and
ⴱ the dynamic viscosity and surface tension of the lining
liquid, respectively, corresponds to the ratio of viscous to
surface tension forces. The dimensionless cross-sectional
area A / A0, where A is the cross-sectional area of the collapsed tube, A0 = R2, and R is the inner radius of the undeformed tube, is associated with the pressure of elastic collapse via a constitutive relation known as the “tube law,”
a兲
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which was measured in the laboratory.13 The limit of high
levels of collapse is addressed in this paper with most of the
experiments performed for A / A0 ⱕ 共A / A0兲owc, where
共A / A0兲owc = 0.18 corresponds to the level of collapse for
which the opposite walls of the cross section make point
contact 关see Fig. 2共a兲兴. Although the collapse of airways in
diseased lungs has not been documented quantitatively, numerical simulations of nonaxisymmetric collapse through
fluid-elastic instabilities have shown that occluding liquid
bridges can be formed from very small volumes of liquids.
These models suggest that high levels of tube collapse are
likely to be reached locally in the lungs.14
Fluid-structure interaction is quantified by  = ⴱ / 共RK兲,
the ratio of surface tension to elastic forces, where K denotes
the bending stiffness of the tube. Previous experiments were
performed on tubes of negligible bending stiffness, where the
fluid-structure interaction arose from the large tension imposed on the end of the tube,15 and the tube retained an
approximately uniform cross section. Only one type of
bubble with a rounded tip was observed even for strongly
collapsed tubes. A “ribbed” bubble front was noted at the
onset of experiments in a two-dimensional geometry,16 but
the nonuniformities decayed as the bubble front propagated.
These bubbles are accurately captured by two-dimensional
models,17 which find that they propagate by peeling apart the
tube walls and that their dimensionless pressure on the capillary scale 共relative to atmospheric pressure兲, P, increases
approximately linearly with Ca. Qualitatively similar peeling
bubbles exhibiting a rounded tip were also obtained from
three-dimensional simulations of moderately collapsed airways, which couple nonlinear shell theory to the Stokes flow
equations in the absence of gravity.9 However, the range of
levels of collapse studied was limited to 0.39ⱕ A / A0 ⱕ 0.62.
We performed airway reopening experiments with a 1.0
m long piece of translucent extruded silicone tubing 共Primasil Silicones Ltd., inner radius R = 4.99⫾ 0.16 mm and wall
thickness h = 0.57⫾ 0.08 mm兲 filled with paraffin oil 共dynamic viscosity  = 2.04⫻ 10−1 kg m−1 s−1, density  = 8.64
⫻ 103 kg m−3, and surface tension ⴱ = 2.9⫻ 10−2 N m−1
measured in the laboratory at 18 ° C兲. The reproducibility of
the results was ensured by handling the fragile elastic tube
with extreme care and replacing the tube every three days, so
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FIG. 1. Examples of top-view snapshots of the main reopening bubbles
共outlined with a solid line兲. The arrow indicates their direction of propagation. The horizontal line in the top picture represents the vertical plane of
symmetry of the peeling bubble. In addition to this common bubble, we
observe the selection of steady anomalous bubbles in the limit of strong tube
collapse. These include asymmetric bubbles, double-tipped, and, most surprisingly, pointed bubbles. A / A0 = 0.26 and Ca= 0.13 for the symmetric
bubble, and A / A0 = 0.13 for the others: Ca= 0.59 for the asymmetric bubble,
Ca= 1.03 for the double-tipped bubble, and Ca= 3.28 for the pointed bubble.

that the slow permeation of the oil into the thin silicone wall
did not alter the elastic properties of the material. The tube
was uniformly collapsed by compressing it between two
horizontal plates separated by a constant gap that could be
adjusted to within 2% of the height of the collapsed tube to
yield levels of collapse in the range of 0.02ⱕ A / A0 ⱕ 0.41.
On completion of this procedure, the tube relaxed rapidly
into its equilibrium dumbbell shape 关see Fig. 2共a兲兴. A constant flow of nitrogen was injected into the collapsed tube by
triggering the solenoid valve located at its inlet, resulting in
the steady propagation of a long bubble. This trigger also
initiated the pressure measurements and the video capture.
The experiment was discontinued by opening the downstream valve when the tip of the propagating air bubble
reached the end of the tube, in order to avoid permanent
deformation due to overinflation. The nitrogen flow was controlled by a fine needle valve to range between 50 and
1400 cm3 min−1 and could be replicated to within 3%. Pressure measurements 共relative to atmospheric pressure兲 were
taken with a differential pressure sensor 共Honeywell, ⫾5 cm
H2O兲 upstream of the collapsed tube, and the small pressure
drop that occurred along the rigid line between the sensor
and the inlet of the elastic tube was systematically subtracted
in order to yield measurements of the pressure inside the
elastic tube. Dewetting of the paraffin oil film was not observed during bubble propagation even in the most collapsed
tubes, and all the results were qualitatively reproduced with
silicone oil that fully wets the tube walls.
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Phase diagram in terms of the dimensionless
bubble speed 共Ca= U / ⴱ, where U is the bubble speed and  and ⴱ are
the viscosity and surface tension of the liquid, respectively兲 and the dimensionless cross-sectional area of the collapsed tube 共A / A0, where A0 = R2
and R is the inner radius of the tube兲. Examples of collapsed cross sections
共experimental top view and sketch兲 are given on the right hand side for
A / A0 = 0.36, 0.18, 0.13, and 0.04 from top to bottom, respectively. A / A0
= 0.18 is marked with a dashed horizontal line as it is the threshold below
which the opposite walls of the cross section are in contact. The different
bubble types are observed in well-defined regions of parameter space that
are colored to guide the eye. 共b兲 Relationship between the bubble pressure
共relative to atmospheric pressure兲 and the dimensionless bubble speed 共Ca兲
for A / A0 = 0.10. The pressure increases approximately linearly with Ca and
the pressure transition between asymmetric and double-tipped bubble is continuous. The transition to pointed bubbles is accompanied by a significant
pressure step that decreases with increasing tube collapse. This challenges
the established notion of a continuous relationship between pressure and
bubble speed in airway reopening.

In our experiments, the ratio of surface tension to elastic
forces was  = 共3.4⫾ 0.3兲 ⫻ 10−2, where the bending stiffness
of the tube was determined by rescaling the pressure required
to collapse the tube to opposite wall contact measured in the
laboratory with its value predicted by thin shell theory.18 The
value of  was small because the tube was selected to be
sufficiently stiff so that it would not deform under its own
weight when empty. In the highly compliant peripheral airways of the lung, the value of  is approximately two orders
of magnitude larger. However, the variation of  within this
range only shifts the P-Ca curves without altering them
qualitatively, as shown by three-dimensional numerical
simulations.9,13 This gives an indication of the robustness of
the peeling solution and suggests that our findings may also
be relevant to a wider range of  up to pulmonary airway
values. There is an inherent asymmetry about the horizontal
centerplane in our system due to gravity, whose main influence on the peeling bubble at moderate levels of collapse
共A / A0 = 0.41兲 is to shift the value of the bubble pressure.13
The influence of gravity forces on the reopening dynamics
decreases with increasing level of collapse, as the thickness
of the liquid lining in the tube is reduced. The Bond number,
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FIG. 3. Laser sheet outlines of the top half of the tube before, during, and
after the passage of the bubble: 共a兲 Symmetric bubble, 共b兲 asymmetric
bubble, 共c兲 double-tipped bubble, and 共d兲 pointed bubble 共Ca= 3.42 and 3.28
in the first and second pictures, respectively兲. The pictures are aligned vertically on the undeformed laser line. Note that the tube reopens to an elliptical shape as the bubble tip passes the laser line in all four cases. This
implies that the fingers of the double-tipped bubble are separated by liquid,
which was displaced by the propagating fingers to fill the central part of the
cross section. Also the central part of the cross section is not reopened
effectively by the infiltration of the cusped protrusion into the region of
opposite wall contact.

Bo= gh2 / 共4ⴱ兲, which measures the ratio of gravity to surface tension forces based on the film thickness h, takes uniformly small values in the range of 0.03ⱕ Boⱕ 0.07 for
0.02ⱕ A / A0 ⱕ 共A / A0兲owc compared to Bo= 0.5 for A / A0
= 0.41. Furthermore, the effect of inertial forces is negligible
over the range of parameters investigated here.13,19
The deformation of the top half of the tube was outlined
with a laser sheet shone at an angle of 50° from the vertical
关see Fig. 2共a兲兴. An aerial view camera, located 65 cm downstream of the inlet, captured an 8.5 cm long top view of the
reopening tube illuminated from below, with a resolution of
0.12 mm/pixel. Movies of the advancing reopening front
were analyzed to yield a measurement of the speed of the
propagating air bubble, averaged over the length of the visualization window. Edge detection was performed on the topview bubble images, which exhibited remarkable contrast
despite the unavoidable light scattering caused by the translucent nature of the tube.
840 experiments are summarized in Fig. 2共a兲 in a phase
diagram in terms of Ca and A / A0. We find three new types of
bubbles that are each selected within clearly defined parameter ranges: “Asymmetric,” “double-tipped,” and “pointed”
共see Fig. 1兲. Each bubble included in Fig. 2共a兲 remained
stable as it propagated steadily along the length of the experimental tube. Laser line visualizations of the top half of
the tube before, during, and after the passage of the bubble in
Fig. 3 indicate that in all cases, the cross section was reopened partially to an approximately elliptical shape by the
bubble tip. However, the tube required longer distances to
reopen to its final height, which depended on the type of
bubble and the values of A / A0 and Ca.
The supercritical breaking of the bubble symmetry about
the vertical center plane of the tube offers an exciting chal-
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lenge for modelers; asymmetric bubbles are selected instead
of the familiar symmetric peeling bubble for collapsed crosssectional areas as large as A / A0 = 0.26. Moreover, the asymmetry of the tip was enhanced with both increasing Ca and
levels of collapse 共i.e., decreasing A / A0兲.20 Note that the
asymmetric bubble is selected at small values of Ca, which
yield limited tube reopening. In addition, the dumb-bellshaped cross section needs to be sufficiently nonuniform,
forcing the bubble to propagate in either lobe where viscous
shear is less than in the thinner central part of the cross
section 关see Fig. 2共a兲兴. The opposite walls of the collapsed
cross section make contact for A / A0 ⱕ 共A / A0兲owc = 0.18, and
below this threshold only novel bubbles are observed 共see
Fig. 1兲. As the influence of surface tension decreases when
Ca increases or A / A0 is reduced 关i.e., the pressure of elastic
collapse steeply increases, see Fig. 2共a兲 for examples of collapsed cross sections兴, successive discontinuous transitions
take place from asymmetric to double-tipped bubbles and
then from double-tipped to pointed bubbles.
Double-tipped bubbles exhibit two separate precursor
fingers that initiate the reopening of the side lobes of the
collapsed tube independently 共see Fig. 1兲. Similarly to the
asymmetric bubble, they favor propagation in the lobes of
the cross section where viscous shear is less than in the thinner central part. Similar bubbles have been obtained in static
three-dimensional menisci simulations 共Ca= 0兲 under partial
wetting conditions when the tube was collapsed to a dumbbell shape by external pressure.21 In these simulations, however, a reflection symmetry about the vertical center plane of
the tube was imposed. In our experiments, we find bubbles
that are asymmetric about this center plane at values of Ca
smaller than those required for double-tipped bubbles to be
selected for all values of A / A0 ⱕ 共A / A0兲owc 关see Fig. 2共a兲兴.
For A / A0 ⱖ 共A / A0兲owc, the bubbles are symmetric at the lowest values of Ca investigated. The fingers of the doubletipped bubble merge at a distance behind the tip that is bound
by the length of the transition region from collapsed to reopened tube and depends on the value of Ca and A / A0. The
tube adopts an approximately elliptical shape right behind
the tips rather than the strongly collapsed shape seen ahead
of the bubble 关see Fig. 3共c兲兴. This indicates that the fingers of
the double-tipped bubble are separated by liquid that is displaced by the finger tips to fill the central part of the cross
section. The length of the fingers was usually of the order of
one tube diameter, but for values of Ca close to the threshold
below which asymmetric bubbles were selected, the length
of the fingers rose sharply, and stable double-tipped bubbles
were observed with precursor fingers measuring up to ten
tube diameters in length.
Pointed bubbles were the most surprising interfaces observed 共see Fig. 1兲. Indeed, the existence of the thin precursor finger defies intuition as it infiltrates the most collapsed
central part of the cross section, where the upper and lower
tube boundaries are in contact, without reopening it effectively 关see Fig. 3共d兲兴. The formation of this cusp-shaped protrusion of approximately constant length relies upon the
dominance of viscous and elastic forces. Difficulties associated with bubble and flow visualization in the translucent
tube did not allow to resolve the tip of the protrusion accu-
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so far remained unexplored, and could be of significance to
pulmonary airway reopening. A detailed study of the transitions between bubble states is needed to gain a physical understanding of bubble selection and propagation. Moreover,
the observations reported in this letter set new challenges for
the modeling of airway reopening.

FIG. 4. Steadily propagating reopening bubble for nearly total initial collapse 共A / A0 = 0.02兲and Ca= 1.8兲.

rately nor the recirculations ahead of the bubble, and thus,
analogies with the formation of other interfacial cusps10–12
could not be explored. Note that strong recirculation flows
may be responsible for focusing the interfacial flow to induce
the pointed bubble state. This type of recirculation flow has
been found at low Ca in both elastic17 and rigid tubes,22,23
but usually disappears when Ca increases. For the strongest
levels of collapse, A / A0 ⬍ 0.04, more complex bubbles were
observed, but they systematically included features of one or
more novel bubbles shown in Fig. 1, suggesting that these
are robust reopening bubbles. An example is shown in Fig. 4,
where one of the fingers in a double-tipped bubble is itself a
pointed bubble.
The bubble pressure 共relative to atmospheric pressure兲
remains negative as shown in Fig. 2共b兲 for A / A0 = 0.10, indicating that all the propagating bubbles only reopen the tube
partially. This is because of the relatively small ratio of surface tension to elastic forces.13,19 The monotonic growth of
the bubble pressure with Ca and the small volumes of fluid
displaced ahead of the bubble tip suggest that all our novel
bubbles are of “peeling” type. The asymmetric and doubletipped bubbles exhibit similar linear dependences on Ca, and
thus, the pressure transition between these two types of
bubbles is smooth, and moreover, it cannot be identified from
the pressure graph alone. A narrow region of bistability that
was not detailed in Fig. 2共a兲 in the interests of clarity is
shown in Fig. 2共b兲. Within this narrow range of Ca, a doubletipped bubble would initially form before suddenly switching
to an asymmetric bubble during the course of a reopening
experiment where all the parameters were held fixed. This
transition appears to be driven by the background noise in
the experiment. Both states may be stable within a narrow
region of the parameter plane, but alternatively, it could be
that fluctuations shift the experimental parameters across
their threshold values, thus leading to the switches between
bubbles. Although the pressure curve is approximately linear,
it differs quantitatively from the symmetric peeling state
measured above the point of opposite wall contact, e.g., for
A / A0 ⬎ 0.18. Remarkably, a significant pressure step 共of approximately 25% of the total pressure range兲 characterizes
the transition from double-tipped to pointed bubbles, challenging the established notion that the relationship between
pressure and speed is continuous.8,9
The discovery of multiple bubbles in the limit of strong
tube collapse suggests that the reopening of a fluid-filled
elastic tube exhibits a wide range of dynamics, which have
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